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ALT Resources  

Limited  

Proposed ASX code: ARS  

Proposed listing date: 8 April  

Alt Resources Limited is an Australian based  

mineral exploration company incorporated in April 

2014 to acquire up to a 70% interest in tenements 

held by GFM Exploration Pty Ltd. GFM is the  

registered holder of three tenements located in 

the south-east Lachlan Orogen in New South 

Wales. www.altresources.com.au  

Sino Rare Precious 

Metals Ltd  
Proposed ASX code: SMS  

Proposed listing date: 16 February  

Western Xinxing Rare Metal Co., Ltd., a com-

plex modern enterprise combining the research 

& development, production, sales, technical  

consulting, technology services, technology 

development and technology transfer of  

non-ferrous refractory metal products 

www.sinoraremetals.com  

Riding the roller-coaster 

The oil price continues to be weak on the back of the US crude inventories 

reaching to record levels which  have just strengthened the view of some of a  

global oversupply. 

Gold prices continue to be lacklustre  while investors feel a little more certainty 

about Greece and it’s Eurozone creditors, meaning there is not the need to park 

savings in a safe haven in most investors minds. 

Cooper futures have had a slight rally of approximately 2% recently, in fact now 

that the Chinese New Lunar Year is out of the way we should see other base 

metals regain some of their lost momentum with, aluminium, zinc, nickel, tin 

and even lead all expected to have modest increases. Although current reported 

Company earnings are again casting a long shadow over the market. 

Even though the numbers are not healthy regarding iron ore exports, BHP  

Billiton, Rio Tinto and Fortescue Metals have shown healthy gains in their share 

prices during February. 

So can we expect March to be a turn around month? I’d suggest that the end of 

March is a more likely turning point but the general feeling is 2015 is going to be 

just as hard as 2014, with opportunities being scarce.   

So research the market, know your target companies and most of all read as 


